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Many different cultures throughout time have embraced the owl as a symbol
of good fortune, protection, wisdom and insight. The Native Americans
looked upon the owl as a protector against harm and the owl's feathers were
ritually worn to ward off evil spirits. To Ancient Athenians the owl was an
emblem of wisdom and they even emblazoned the image of the owl on their
coinage. To the ancient Greeks, the owl was a symbol of Athena, Goddess of
foresight and knowledge.

This spectacular golden Magical Owl perches on his own golden tree branch.
He watches over you with his huge luminous crystal eyes. His beautifully
detailed form is covered from head to tail with sparkling clear crystals that are
reflective of the moon's glow that he's known to sit beneath. He brings you
his insight and wisdom that are magnified by the energy of the moon he flies
beneath. He also comes with a powerful Fluorite precious stone for you to
place inside your Magical Owl. Fluorite is known to be excellent for opening
inner doors of perception to yourself and others around you, so it is the
perfect gemstone to enhance the powers of your Magical Owl. Give him a
special perch in your home and watch how your fortunes grow.
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